2001 volvo s60 ignition coil

Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this
product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a
question. Our ignition coils are made to be durable, long-lasting and reliable under stress and
extreme road conditions. Ignition coils would fail due to age, overuse or simply manufacture
defects. The material can crack or melt due to the heat from the electrical terminals. Replace
your ignition coils as soon as your car starts showing signs of misfire, the engine check light
appears or if your vehicle manual suggest that you replace them after a period of time. The
symptoms of defective coils depends on the car in question. This will appear on the dashboard
as a CEL. Prolonged engine misfire will destroy the catalytic converter and can lead to engine
detonation. When replacing ignition coils it is best to have them replaced all at once. Keep in
mind that if one of the coils goes defective, then the others are probably going to be defective in
the near future. The number of ignition coils in the car depends on the car engine, model and
year. Do not assume all vehicles are the same. Eliminate misfire Direct replacement into vehicle
Durable as they come Easy Installation. Custom-made for the road Fit OE equipment with ease
Tested in real life situations Most coils come pre-greased. Our everyday customers include your
next-door mechanics and do it yourself vehicle owners from all over the world. Skip to main
content. You can return the item for any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping
charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the
return Select the return method Ship it! Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 17 hrs
and 39 mins Details. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We
work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your
information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from Amazon Sold by U. Based seller
Details. Ships from. Sold by. Based seller. Include Add a Protection Plan:. Plan starts on the
date of purchase. Product breakdowns and malfunctions are covered after manufacturer's
warranty. No additional costs for repairs - parts, labor, and shipping are all included. Cancel
anytime, full refund in the first 30 days. Allstate Protection Plans serviced by SquareTrade, an
Allstate company are only valid for new or Amazon certified refurbished products purchased at
Amazon in the last 30 days. Add No Thanks. Coverage for mechanical breakdowns begins after
the manufacturer's warranty expires. Fully transferable if bought as a gift. Not valid on auto
parts purchased for commercial use. Visit assurantclaims. To cancel, visit "Your Orders" on
Amazon. Add a gift receipt for easy returns. Visit the ENA Store. This fits your. Frequently
bought together. Add both to Cart Add both to List. Sold by U. Based seller and ships from
Amazon Fulfillment. FREE Shipping. Sold by G. Customers who viewed this item also viewed.
Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Customers who bought this item
also bought. Compare with similar items. Register a free business account. Have a question?
There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product
information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? Product
Description. Compatible With Compatible with these L5 2. Going Above and Beyond for Our
Customers. When and why should you replace ignition coils? Why Choose Our Coils? See
questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system
considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It
also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images.
Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem
filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. Seriously the best bargain
ever. I love my Volvo but as it ages the cost of maintaining it sometimes seems to outweigh the
longevity of the brand. When my XC90 started missing I replaced the plugs first and when that
didn't solve the problem I searched for coils. I could have gotten 1 coil at the autp part store for
the same price I paid for all five here. I intentionally waited to review this product to get some
drive time on these coils. They perform very well. The get up and go that my XC 90 originally
had is back. My gas mileage has improved and my SUV purrs like a kitten that doesn't have ,
miles on it. Thank you! I am a teacher and single mom of three, you saved me at least a couple
hundred dollars that I could not afford to spend. I purchased a set of these coils in January for
my Volvo V70 with the 2. They worked well until last week, when they began to fail and the car
stuttered and lost power. I was going to try another brand, but this same brand from US Based
Seller was available with same day delivery so I bought it again. The new coils worked fine problem solved. I contacted US Based Seller because coils should last much longer than this I
don't drive the car very much, maybe , miles in that time. For comparison the original Volvo
coils lasted 17 years. US Based Seller graciously refunded my original purchase price, but I had
to pay for return shipping of the faulty coils. I hope this new set lasts much longer. So I can only
give 3 stars for a short lifespan but I appreciate that the seller stood behind their product.
TexasJohnny Top Contributor: Pets. Well, this Volvo V70 was a gift from my late father-in-law
and had always been dealer maintained so I took a look at the Bosch parts and fainted. Looked

around for quality parts with good reviews and found these and was pleased. They arrived the
next day well protected and individually wrapped. FYI, they also include a small packet of
dielectric grease if you don't already have some in your garage or shop so save yourself even
more money with these great parts and excellent seller!! Read up on why and how to use the
dielectric grease, please, it is worth it to save your spark plugs and these fine ignition coils.
These fit perfectly, the ignition wires snap in place but your old plastic connectors may be
brittle so handle gently when connecting to the wires of these new ignition coils. I am thrilled
with the quality of the coils, how they were individually protected, and the fact the seller gives
you a packet of dielectric grease for those who don't already have a tube of it. Been running
these for about miles. So far, absolutely no trouble with them. In fact, the car Volvo S80 2. Will
check in after any trouble, otherwise assume they are working perfectly. Car purrs like a kitten
at idle and growls under load. Zero issues. Nice replacement set for a fraction of the cost of
buying each coil individually. So far, my '99 Volvo V70XC is running very smoothly. I isolated
the issue to coil 1 "cylinder 1 misfire detected" , by clearing the code, switching the bad coil
with cylinder 3, and reading the new code "cylinder 3 misfire detected". That peace of mind was
worth the extra trouble to be sure of the bad coil pack. I'm glad I went ahead and changed all
five coils with this set. Thanks for the 2-day Prime shipping!! I ordered the pack of 5 ignition
coils for my Volvo S70 non-turbo and couldn't be happier! I only needed one to replace a bad
ignition coil. However, given the total price for all five, I ordered the whole set. I knew the car's
previous owner had previously replaced two of the ignition coils. I usually don't buy unfamiliar
brands but after researching on the internet I found very positive results on ENA ignition coils.
As soon as I had replaced my bad coil with the new one. My misfires on my 3 cylinder stopped
and the car ran as smooth as before. HIghly recommend!!! I purchased this set of ignition coils
back in June of this year, but I started having issues with coils mis-firing a few weeks ago. I
initially replaced one coil, which I had to get from a local advanced auto parts, and then two
more coils started to fail per my mechanic's diagnose scanner and trouble-shooting techniques.
So, I decide the remaining two coils to avoid any further issues with my vehicle. I would like to
get refund for this purchase since I only had the coils installed back June. Please let me know
what I need to do to start the process. I know the 30 day return window has closed, but your
product warranty is for 1 year, so I would like to get a full refund if possible. Thanks, Nelson.
Works great in my Volvo v Get 5 ignition coils for the price of 1 at auto zone. Has only been
used for about 2, miles but will update the review if there are issues with quality. Would
purchase again! See all reviews. Pages with related products. See and discover other items:
ignition coil , coil ignition , performance ignition coil , volvo c70 parts , volvo s60 parts , volvo
s80 parts. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get
free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products.
English Choose a language for shopping. C 5c E Ic Uf Amazon Music Stream millions of songs.
Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from
Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account.
AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go.
ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer
Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can
trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. For more information
go to We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign
In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Volvo
S60 Ignition Coil. Select your vehicle year. Refine by:. Ignition Coil part. Recommended Use.
See All. Product Fit. Returns Policy. Quantity Sold. Shop Volvo S60 Ignition Coil. Showing 1 - 15
of 34 results. Display item:. Sort by:. Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add
to cart. Vehicle Fitment - Volvo S60 2. Vehicle Fitment Volvo S60 2. Part Number: WKP Product
Details Notes : Blade terminal type ignition coil Quantity Sold : Sold individually Warranty :
3-year or 36,mile Standard limited warranty. Page 1 of 3 Showing 1 - 15 of 34 results. Dec 05,
Working great! Perfect fit for my S80 2. Working great for a third of the price. Made the car run
much smoother Now just need to replace the mass air flow sensor, hunt down the vacuum leak
These new coil packs really helped Before installing these new coil packs I could tell it was not
running on all cylinders, at least one coil was burnt out. Jared Alberghini. Purchased on Nov 16,
Nov 22, Get the parts and get it fixed quick and inexpensive. I've purchased many parts for my
car and truck from car parts. I had my parts in a couple of days and my car repaired in less than
a week.. Thanks car parts. Feijo Feijo. Purchased on Nov 15, Oct 24, Cost Effective
Replacement. Perfect fit for the 3. Kurt Peckman. Purchased on Oct 03, Show More. Contact Us.
Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy.
California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. For more information go to For the

extremes of off-road racing and other extreme conditions, MSD filled these metal canisters with
epoxy resin to protect the primary and secondary coils from impacts and vibration. They feature
low resistan Their ignition products stand out in performance, quality, and longevity as they
offer an improved and innovative te Since , Standard Motor P We've Made a Site Update.
Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every
Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Ignition Coil part.
Recommended Use. See All. Product Fit. Returns Policy. Quantity Sold. Shop Volvo S60 Ignition
Coil. Showing 1 - 15 of 20 results. Display item:. Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add
to cart. Vehicle Fitment Volvo S60 2. Part Number: WKP Product Details Notes : Blade terminal
type ignition coil Quantity Sold : Sold individually Warranty : 3-year or 36,mile Standard limited
warranty. Part Number: Part Number: ACB Part Number: M Universal Fit. Page 1 of 2 Showing 1
- 15 of 20 results. Featured Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. Delphi In-cap Ignition Coil For
more than years in the automotive industry, Delphi provides efficient and effective solutions for
igniti
vw eos manual
2005 dodge ram remote start wiring diagrams
2016 nissan sentra brochure
on systems with low cost. Established in , Walker is renowned in the automotive aftermarket for
manufac Feb 18, Poop made my butt poop. Thomas Ernst. Purchased on Feb 08, It was great.
Nov 22, Get the parts and get it fixed quick and inexpensive. I've purchased many parts for my
car and truck from car parts. I had my parts in a couple of days and my car repaired in less than
a week.. Thanks car parts. Feijo Feijo. Purchased on Nov 15, Show More. Helpful Automotive
Resources. The computer monitors the circuit between it and every ignition coil for faults. It will
file a trouble code depending on the cylinder that experienced a. What Is A Coil Pack? For the
primary resistance, the ohmmeter should be set to the How to Test a Coil Pack or Ignition Coil
The problem is, there are many issues besides a bad coil that can cause a misfire. Contact Us.
Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy.
California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

